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Chapter 1 : â€œRacism and Cultureâ€• â€“ Fanon and After
Racism, Culture, Markets explores the connections between cultural representations of `race' and their historical,
institutional and global forms of expression and impact. John Gabriel examines the current fixation with market place
philosophies in terms of the crisis in anti-racist politics and concern over questions of cultural identity.

First, that it makes little sense for a child to argue with his or her parents about bedtime. Secondly, that it
makes even less sense to argue with a cop about a speeding ticket. And finally, that it makes no sense
whatsoever to argue with a libertarian about anything. That band of market-worshippers, so prominent on the
Internet, proffers a worldview that is not only ahistoric after all, there has never been a free market, nor could
there be one given the tendency of the powerful to seek protection for their power , but irrelevant to the world
in which we live. To believe that pure capitalism is a good idea requires first that one can imagine such a thing
existing. But since such a scenario would require an end to subsidizing industries, an end to inflated executive
salaries unrelated to performance, an end to limited liability protection and a likely return to strict torts for
corporate misconduct, and an end to foreign military interventions to prop up private interests, we can rest
assured that such a utopic future is not in the cards. That said, it is still necessary to understand why libertarian
logic is flawed; not because such wisdom is particularly helpful in winning arguments with its adherents, but
rather to understand the ways in which the economic system perpetuates massive inequalities. It is also helpful
as a pre-emptive antidote for those who may be vulnerable to the free market fanatics. Examining the
libertarian position on racism is particularly fascinating, and indicates the degree to which those who cleave to
this ideology live in a world divorced from the one in which reality takes place. According to libertarians,
racial discrimination in the workforce cannot occur to any real degree in a market economy, because it would
cost employers money. Even though the U. If there are racial differences in income or status, libertarians
ascribe this to people of color being less qualified, such that passing them over for certain jobs is not evidence
of racism, but a rational calculation of merit. The inadequacies of this position are many. First, such an
argument rests on the assumption that discrimination only manifests in direct acts of bias i. But much
inequality in the labor market stems from factors other than overt bias. For example, more than eighty percent
of all jobs are never advertised, according to the National Center for Career Strategies, but are filled through
informal networks of associates, friends, family, and other connections. As such, there is no open competition
for most positions, such that employers can size up all the possible people they could hire, and then make an
overtly biased decision. Nor would their competitors be better in this regard, since they too likely hire heavily
by networks and informal mechanisms. In other words, the market fails to provide adequate information to
employers, the likes of which they would need to make true merit decisions, or recognize the mistakes that
come from a racially unequal network for jobs. Also, since the marginal productivity differences between
employees hired and those passed over are often small, discerning the impact of racist hiring versus non-racist
hiring is virtually impossible. Third, even in theory the only way the argument could work is if the passed over
applicant then applied for work with a direct competitor in the same market, industry, and geographic locale as
the racist. After all, the history of the labor movement has been one where white workers would often sacrifice
their economic interests for the sake of maintaining an edge over persons of color. To expect employers to act
any differently is preposterous: In absolute terms, racism may be unprofitable even this is arguable to be sure ,
but in relative terms it is anything butâ€”and in a racist society it is the relative that counts, by definition. This,
despite the fact that these inequities, even under libertarian logic, are unjust, having come about from
unnatural, anti-market interventions in the economy so as to benefit slavers, white consumers, and white
workers. And make no mistake: Indeed, the wealth gap between whites and blacks has increased over the past
twenty years, even as the income gap has closed. Even whites below the poverty line are more likely to own
their own home than blacks with three times more annual income, thanks to the assets passed down from
previously preferenced white parents. This wealth disparity makes it much easier for whites to maintain or
improve their economic status intergenerationally. In short, racism matters and racism continues to
maldistribute opportunity, income and wealth. The effects of racism are not eradicated by capitalism; indeed
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they have been magnified by it as practiced in places like the United States. Whiteness has taken on the
trappings of property itselfâ€”a kind of property for which far too many whites are still willing to fight. And
until and unless that changes, the claims of conservatives and libertarians that racism is best defeated by way
of a free market will fail to make sense, in theory or practice.
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The Mississippi State Sovereignty Commission: Civil Rights by Yasuhiro Katagiri PDF. In , years after the U. S. very
best court docket unanimously outlawed legally imposed racial segregation in public faculties, Mississippi created the
kingdom Sovereignty fee.

Contact Author Throughout world history, governments have violated and ignored the human and civil rights
of their citizens. In some instances, they demonstrated this disregard through customs, etiquette, and racial
caste systems that denied human dignity and respect. In most cases, in addition to these customs, segregation
rules and laws were established. Governments have also endorsed the extermination ethnic cleansing of entire
classes or races of people. Racism is devastating to a country and its culture. Racism causes tremendous
moral, cultural, and economic suffering to a country. When the seeds of hatred and ethnocentrism are planted
and fostered in society, it negatively affects every area of life. Source Jim Crow set the tone in America. In a
relevant example, white supremacy in America extends over centuries, and even the abolition of slavery could
not end racism. Instead, it permeated throughout society in other ways in a racial caste system known as Jim
Crow. More than a set of laws, it was a way of life that kept people of color from exercising their rights as full
citizens. Jim Crow sent a message that whites were superior to other races, particularly the black race, in all
ways, including behavior, intelligence, morality, and social status. The laws were so pervasive that they
regulated every aspect of life, including socialization, sexual relations, marriage, housing education,
entertainment, use of public facilities, and voting rights. Those that took a stand against white supremacy
risked threats, intimidation, violence, and murder. Legalized racism from federal and state governments
continued in the United States until the late s. The cost of ignorance and abuse is way too high; and Americans
simply cannot afford the bill anymore. If a class of people is not allowed to be educated, they cannot make
important contributions to society in technological, economical, and medical arenas. The denial of quality
education to certain groups of people only serves to obstruct the economic progress of a nation. If a class of
people is not allowed to participate culturally, we fail to understand and appreciate our differences and
similarities. We become increasingly ethnocentric. We fail to develop socially, unable to get along with our
fellow man. No matter how hard a society might try to separate classes or races, the bottom line is that,
eventually, we will, at least on some occasions, share the same space. Therefore, it is imperative that we are
accepting, not merely tolerant, of others. The connotation for tolerance is that one must acknowledge the
other, whereas acceptance encourages complete participation and fellowship. Racism destroys our morality.
Yet, there is the hypocrisy in going out into the night to burn crosses or participating in hate crimes. Racism is
powerful enough to undermine their Golden Rule and turn it upside down. Many times we, as societies and
individuals, think that racism will dissipate on its own; so, we ignore it, repeatedly. In , Martin Luther King,
Jr. The pathology is dehumanization. The cure is humanism. Share your opinion What method is most
effective in reducing racism and discrimination?
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These essays on blackness have a kind of permanent relevance, this essay has this. We exist in the same space,
we think racism is gone, he wants to remind us that it still exists. He felt compelled to say this in front of black
writers and artists. And have hope against Global North? F, C, and S says that there needs to be a separate
conference about black unityâ€”what does it mean to be black? What makes black people a single people?
Richard Wright, George Lamming unified by alienation not by essence , Fanonâ€”mimics Lamming in this
essay. This is a part of the conference, but also an outlier. In this essay, there this decisive move mid-century
away from biological racism phrenology, brain folds, blood difference, etc. Racism has instead embedded
itself in culture. Racism and cultural are inseparable. Biological racism has been transformed into cultural
racismâ€”style of existence-cultural transmutation of biological racism. Multiculturalismâ€”we can appreciate
that you have a different way of existing. Culture style allows for certain kinds of appreciationâ€”you are this
way and I admire that, etc. Fanon refers to this as cultural relativism. This raises Fanion questions: Cultural
difference racial difference registered as exoticism conceals the structure of the exotic act. Fanon on Louis
Armstrong: What does it mean for white suburban kids to have been the biggest market of gangster rap? The
consumption of the exotic the exotic as concealing structure and culture reproduces racism. Culture reproduces
the cycle. Is the idea of culture irreversibly hegemonic? Cultural difference is a feature of the world, we have
to think critically about our relation to cultural differenceâ€¦is it exotic? But it also about the colonized and the
dialectic of race. This is subjection to colonialization. For culture to not be hegemonic, the colonial structure
would have to be lifted. Everyone knows about white culture in the U. If this has been normalized, and people
reconnect with a or their? This is the mirage in the desert Fanon talks aboutâ€”rediscovering tradition that no
longer, you exotify yourself as a defense mechanism, by exotify Africaâ€”can this be though of a defense of
Africa? What about working laterally? For example, what does it mean for me to appreciate Japanese culture
as a black American? It this still an expression of eroticizing? This is also tied with de-linking relativism and
exoticism? The idea of the lateral relationship is de-linking culture from hierarchy. This is easy to say and very
hard to do. Reggae born from lateral relation between Caribbeans and African Americans? Each is a colonized
people, so does this exist outside colonial occupation? Because of history of US and the America, the above
will still mirror hegemonic relations. Can subalterns be imperial still? How does colonialism still work in
these lateral relationships? This is what the conference attenders in Bandung said too. Fanon would also diss
Drake. America is the thing to look to. Musicians in the U. Commercialization of hip-hop, how is this tied to
culture? How tied to commercialization can hip-hop be? How do we view the reverse of that? A lot of
Caribbean artist do the same thing Drake is doing but with American artists, though the power dynamic is
reversed?
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Racism, culture, markets. [John Gabriel] -- With the aid of case studies, which include the Bhopal disaster and the
Rushdie Affair, John Gabriel explores the connections betweeen cultural representations of rÌ€ace' and their historical.

Tweet A young person stares at their phone, appearing concerned. Explaining things like cultural
appropriation and racial oppression are ongoing, everyday endeavors of which non-Natives seem to keep
needing super-specific examples. Your attempt at irony has failed. The line between casual and overt racism is
getting thinner and thinner, folks. As I write this, there are a few such anti-Native gems circulating across pop
culture, from movies, to politics, to fashion. I remember people using it back in high school late nineties for
the same reason. Its recent resurgence can be traced back to the British, which is interesting considering their
ancestors used the term in colonist propaganda to describe Indigenous people the world over. Savage, meaning
wild and untamed, was a term to dehumanize; it excused everything from land occupation and Native
genocide to slavery. More to the point, the term spreads the systemic racism Native Americans experience
here in the United States. This is common in tribal communities. When in doubt, ask for individual preference.
For better or worse, Navajo is the official, legally recognized name for which the tribe has many live
trademarks. After the retailer ignored a cease and desist order, the Navajo Nation filed suit. Pontiac, Jeep
Cherokee, or Dodge Dakota. The Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina recently dropped a suit it had filed earlier
this year against Anheuser-Busch for using its tribal trademark in advertising its beer products. The Navajo
case is different. A decision like this has the potential to open the door for companies to plaster their products
with whatever tribal-themed trend comes their way. Our culture and spiritualities and languages are not a
trend. A government whose policies brought our lands, bodies, and cultures to the brink of extinction via
colonialism, genocide, and assimilation now uses its judicial system to not only arrest, kill, or imprison us at
rates well above any other racial demographic , but to also decide that not even our names and images are our
own. Well, here you go. During this time, the government forced tribes onto reservations and promised
government assistance for food, housing, protection, education, healthcare and more not welfare but a bill of
sale; assistance in exchange for land. Reservations, as well as the promised assistance, were assimilation
tactics meant to subjugate Natives and turn them into dependent white people. Natives needed federal
permission to leave the reservation. For those tribes removed from their traditional homelands and sacred
sites, reservations were like prisons, and many tribes, like my Lakota people from the Great Plains, resisted,
sometimes with disastrous consequences. Besides its problematic origins, there are other issues with the
phrase. The phrase also furthers the stereotype that all Natives lives on reservations and all tribes have
reservations. Not every tribe has a reservation. There are federally recognized tribes in the US; hundreds more
tribes are not federally recognized. Just reservations exist. To the average American, Natives look a certain
way, act a certain way, and are neat props for trendy vernacular, fashion and politics. Stop shopping at stores
like Urban Outfitters that appropriate Native cultures and designs. Side-eye that generic, tribal print t-shirt,
then head over to Native-owned enterprises like Beyond Buckskin , NDNcraft , and Eighth Generation , and
buy something that truly represents that tribal spirit you love to honor so much. Invest in a thesaurus. Uplift
Native voices and demand better from your heroes, be they politicians or ironmen. Found this article helpful?
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